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McMillan is pleased to announce that eight of the firm’s lawyers are being recognized for their exceptional
expertise in the 2022 Lexpert Special Edition on Canada’s Leading Infrastructure Lawyers. The recognition of
these practitioners speaks to McMillan’s national strength and demonstrates our expertise in key industries.
Lawyers are selected based on their reputation as leaders in the infrastructure industry as well as high rankings
in the Canadian Legal Lexpert Directory. Congratulations to:
Jason J. Annibale, Toronto
Paul J. Avis, Toronto
Geza R. Banfai, Toronto
Glenn Grenier, Toronto
Julie Han, Toronto
Ahsan Mirza, Toronto
Timothy J. Murphy, Toronto
Peter A. Willis, Toronto
McMillan's National Construction & Infrastructure group is made up of two highly integrated and coordinated
inter-disciplinary industry practice groups, Construction & Infrastructure (“C&I”) and Project Finance and P3
(“PF&P3”). The C&I and PF&P3 practice groups work together within McMillan’s National Construction Group.
Consisting of over 50 lawyers across Canada, this group deals with construction and P3s either exclusively or as
part of their larger practices in their respective disciplines. Our lawyers practice seamlessly together regardless
of office boundaries, employing the right capability and teams throughout the country to deliver superior
client service in relation to all aspects of Construction & Infrastructure. The group takes a problem-solving
approach that integrates both barrister and solicitor-side thinking to yield more creative, comprehensive, and
practical solutions to client challenges — whether on transactions, through dispute resolution processes, or
otherwise managing risk. The group enjoys a long-standing reputation for their skills and expertise particularly
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where the policy of projects meets procurement practices.
The 2022 Lexpert Special Edition on Infrastructure will be distributed with The Globe and Mail and to the
readership of Canadian Lawyer Inhouse, Lexpert Legal Newswire and Canadian Newswire Inhouse. This
industry-focused publication will focus on the infrastructure sector and the related industries as well, such as
commercial real estate, construction, project finance and public-private partnerships (P3).
Read the full version of the guide here.
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